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About This Game

Grab your pencil and get ready for the most creative DRAW A STICKMAN adventure yet!!

Imagination is the key, as you enter a magical storybook land full of mystery and wonder, unusual creatures, and enigmatic
puzzles! Create your own original stickman, and then watch it come to life in DRAW A STICKMAN: EPIC 2! Challenge

yourself to unlock every secret, collect every drawing, and share your creativity with the world!

A NEW STORY!
Embark on a perilous journey through time! Draw your Stickman, and create a friend!

But be warned… disaster falls upon your ally! It’s up to you to become the hero!
Maneuver your way through the magical world of EPIC 2 in a quest to save your partner!

YOUR DRAWINGS MATTER!
Create and save unlimited drawings in your sketchbook! Use them throughout your adventure!

SHARE WITH FRIENDS!
With the new share feature, you can now send your creations to your friends! They will then be able to use your drawings in

their own epic adventures!

FIGHT EPIC BATTLES!
Face off against inked-out goblins, tongue-lashing frogs, fire-breathing dragons, and BIG bosses! You must use your own

strategies to solve intriguing challenges and puzzles, while battling all new villains!
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Jump in to this action-packed adventure that allows for endless creativity! As you explore each colorful environment, choose
from an assortment of drawing pencils and tools to help you successfully overcome every obstacle along the way. New features

and enhancements allow you to choose from a larger color palette, along with a variety of pencil sizes. With the new share
feature, send your drawings to your friends! Unlock hidden Color Buddies, locate puzzle pieces, and enjoy new drawing pencils

for Wires, Eggs, and Ice! This is an experience like no other, personalized by you!

DRAW A STICKMAN: EPIC 2 is the sequel you’ve been waiting for, and is sure to offer hours of entertainment to avid gamers
and creative minds alike!
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Title: Draw a Stickman: EPIC 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hitcents
Publisher:
Hitcents
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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very good
. One of the funnest games i've ever played!. cool
drawing is fun
yee
fun. I have drawn billow and the game so please give a thumbs up. I left this game on by accident and I left my pc on when I
went out of town and now I have 222 hours on this game. Everyone makes fun of me and I cannot remove it. 10/69 would not
reccomend. Very very sad.
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this game is very good:). when ever i am at the snake, i try run or break rocks, the pencils are in the way. This game is very fun
you get to draw stuff. the game takes about 3 hours to complete. Can't even open the game. What a load of crap. This is the
second game i've tried from the bob ross humble bundle and so far neither have worked. Garbage. Not reccomended. Even if it
does work later, the hassle i've gone through trying to make it work isn't worth the effiort.. its a great game. Eh it's fine. Make a
character, forget that hands exist for holding things, and breeze through. It's fun for the first 5 minutes before you realize "Oh.
That's the whole game..."
4/10, Would recomend, but it's just not good enough.. It is just a black screen on launch. We can hear scribbling when we use
the mouse, but nothing ever shows up. Very disappointed.. fun game but the last update was awile. Draw a Stick man Epic 2 is a
waste of money put it now to £1. My son, daughter, and wife LOVE everything "drawn a stickman" and wanted me to say how
great we all think it is. It is amazing, thank you Hitcents, PLEASE make more stickman games or DLC. Thanks!
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